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CHORD PROGRESSION
HARMONIC PROGRESSION

A succession of chords that have the function of 
establishing or contradicting a tonality
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Chord Functions - Two Minute Music Theory Number 48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBWkqhnpXw4&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBWkqhnpXw4&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBWkqhnpXw4
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TONIC CHORDS = HOME

The Tonic Chord
Major = I
minor = i

The ultimate goal of any 
tonal piece is the tonic triad.  
The tonic triad is most often 
preceded by the V or V7 chord.
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PRE-DOMINANT CHORDS = AWAY
are DOMINANT PREPARATION (it leads us to the dominant)

The supertonic triad
Major = ii

minor = ii°  in minor ii6 is predominately used

The supertonic triad generally functions as a 
dominant preparation (ii-V)

The supertonic triad may be preceded by tonic 
or subdominant chords.

I ii V
I ii° V
IV ii V
iv ii° V

The Subdominant Triad
Major = IV
minor = iv

(IV-V).  However it RARELY follows V.
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DOMINANT CHORDS = RETURNING

The Leading Tone Chord
Major = vii°
minor = VII

The leading tone triad is used as dominant 
function (it acts like V).

It is most frequently found in 1st inversion

The Dominant Triad or 7th Chord
Major = V

minor = v or V (harmonic minor)
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WHERE DO THE VI and III CHORDS FIT IN?

Major = vi
minor = VI

Is a kind of tonic substitute or weak pre 
dominant chord.  You can use a VI chord 
BEFORE a pre-dominant chord.

USUALLY:

iii & III chords – DON’T DO IT!
Use I6 or i6 instead  

I vi pre 
dominant

dominant

i VI pre 
dominant

dominant
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HOME AWAY RETURNING HOME 

TONIC PRE-DOMINANT DOMINANT TONIC

I ii, IV V or viio6 I

i ii6, iv V or VII6 i

VI & vi fit 
here if used 
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ii V vi IV

ii

ii

V
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CHORD CHARTS ARE YOUR FRIEND!!!

I ii iii IV V vi viio
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Minor

i iio III iv V VI VII
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OTHER TERMS TO KNOW…

Picardy Third – Is a 
major tonic chord 

that ends a section in a 
minor key

Harmonic Rhythm – the rate 
at which chords change in the 
music (usually the macrobeat) 
-The Rate of Harmonic Change

Tonicization – Using a 
pitch other than the 

overall tonic as a 
temporary tonic in a 

composition
Neighbor Chord –  a three 

chord progression where the 
bass note remains stationary, 

upper voices move to 
neighbors and back

Voice Exchange – a chromatic 
sequence in which the bass and 
another voice in the texture 

move in contrary motion


